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M
agnetic-ion-doped semiconductor
nanocrystals (NCs) have persis-
tently drawn increasing attention

over the years due to their application po-
tential in spintronics and nanomagnetics.1�4

In general, the magnetism of a semiconduc-
tor NC doped with isoelectronic magnetic
ion dopants, such as CdSe:Mn NCs, is es-
tablished mainly by the paramagnetism of
magnetic ion dopants themselves, which
are possibly subjected to additional anti-
ferromagnetic (AFM) interactions if some of
them are aggregated.5�10

Such an underlying anti-ferromagnetism
in a paramagnetic semiconductor is, how-
ever, difficult to be fully exposed because it
is significant only between nearest neigh-
bor (NN) magnetic ions,10�12 with a portion
of randomly distributed magnetic ion do-
pants, and likely smeared out by the overall
paramagnetism. Nevertheless, the AFM in-
teractions between magnetic ions in mag-
netic semiconductors have been exten-
sively thought to significantly affect the
magnetic features, including the reduced
effective Mn concentration,13,14 fast spin
relaxation,15 and low Curie temperature in
the ferromagnetic phase.16�19

As a commonobservedmagnetic feature,
the number of substitutional magnetic ions
in a magnetic semiconductor NC estimated
from themeasuredmagnetization is usually
lower than the actual supplied amount of
magnetic ion dopants. Such a discrepancy
could be simply attributed to the loss of
magnetic ion dopants in the synthesis pro-
cesses but also possibly results from the
underlying AFM. To reveal the latter origin,
one must be able to identify the statistical
distribution of the magnetic ions or at least
to distinguish the weakly interacting distant
magnetic ions and the aggregative ones
that are interacting anti-ferromagnetically.
Yet, such a delicate consideration for mag-
netic ion dopants statistically distributed in
a NC is actually difficult to achieve both
experimentally and theoretically.
Practically, one often mixes the two kinds

of magnetic ions (both spatially apart and
aggregative magnetic ions) in a magnetic
semiconductor and then models the re-
sulting magnetism phenomenologically,
in terms of tunable effective magnetic ion
concentration, on thebasis ofmeanfield the-
ory (MFT).9,11,13,20 For magnetic-ion-doped
semiconductor NCs, the validity of the MFT,
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ABSTRACT We present theoretical and experimental investigations of the

magnetism of paramagnetic semiconductor CdSe:Mn nanocrystals and propose

an efficient approach to the exposure and analysis of the underlying anti-

ferromagnetic interactions between magnetic ions therein. A key advance made

here is the development of an analysis method with the exploitation of group

theory technique that allows us to distinguish the anti-ferromagnetic interac-

tions between aggregative Mn2þ ions from the overall pronounced paramagnet-

ism of magnetic-ion-doped semiconductor nanocrystals. By using the method,

we clearly reveal and identify the signatures of anti-ferromagnetism from the

measured temperature-dependent magnetisms and furthermore determine the average number of Mn2þ ions and the fraction of aggregative ones in the

measured CdSe:Mn nanocrystals.
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where all individual magnetic ion spins are smeared
out as a single continuous field, still remains an open
question. On the other hand, the advanced exact
diagonalization (ED) technique, which allows consid-
eration ofmagnetic ions individually and yields reliable
results, is, however, applicable only for a small number
of magnetic ions (N < 101).21�23 The lack of appropri-
ate theoretical tools for the analysis of magnetic NCs
(especially the ones with the moderate number (N ∼
101�102) of Mn ions, as studied in this work) sets an
obstacle for more exploration into those intriguing
magnetic nanostructures.
In this work, we present theoretical and experimen-

tal investigations of the magnetism of CdSe:Mn nano-
crystals with the number of Mn2þ ions ranging from a
few to more than 70. To reveal the underlying AFM in
the paramagnetic NCs, we propose an efficient ap-
proach to the exposure and analysis of the hidden AFM
in the paramagnetism of CdSe:Mn nanocrystals. A key
advance made in our theoretical treatment is the
development of a solvable model which preserves
Mn spins individually and the exploitation of a group
theory technique for efficient counting of tremendously
high degeneracies of the energy spectrum. With the
theoretical aids, we clearly reveal and identify the
signatures of AFM from the measured temperature-
dependent magnetization of CdSe:Mn NCs with the
number of Mn ions as great as ∼75. Furthermore, we
are able to estimate the average number of substitu-
tional Mn ions and even infer the fraction of the
aggregative Mn ions therein. With the employed mod-
el extended, the electrical charging effects on the
enhancement of the magnetism of CdSe:Mn NCs are
also studied and discussed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, five samples (MCS504,MCS508,MCS515,
MCS804, and MCS815) of spherical Cd1�xMnxSe NCs of
two different sizes (diameters of d = 5 and 8 nm) with
various Mn concentrations (xdop = 0.375, 0.75, and
1.5%)were prepared using a high-temperature organic
solution approach.24 Table 1 lists the average diam-
eters (d), estimated Mn concentrations (xdop), and the
corresponding average number of Mn ions per NC
(Ndop) for all the samples. The Mn concentrations, xdop,
are estimated according to the supplied dosage of the
doping Mn dopants and are controllable during the
input for NC synthesis. Behind the specific values of
xdop, the Mn ions actually vary in number, NC by NC,
and based on the nondestructive magnetization mea-
surements, no further information can account for their
spatial distributions. Figure 1a depicts a CdSe:Mn NC
in a NC ensemble doped with statistically distributed
Mn ions, which as an example consists of four spatially
apart Mn ions (referred to as distant Mn ions hereafter)
and four spatially close ones (referred to as aggregative
Mn ions). One can find the basic descriptions for the

method of sample preparation and magnetization
measurements in the Methods section. Section S3 of
Supporting Information (SI) provides more detailed
information about sample synthesis and charac-
terizations.

Experimental Observations. Figure 1bpresents themea-
sured average magnetization per NC of the MCS804

TABLE 1. Data of the Measured CdSe:Mn Nanocrystal

Samplesa

sample no. d (nm) Ndop xdop (%) Neff xeff (%) NT xT (%)

MCS504 5 4.5 0.375 3.0 0.25 3 0.25
MCS508 5 9.0 0.75 5.4 0.45 6 0.50
MCS515 5 18.3 1.5 6.7 0.55 8 0.66
MCS804 8 18.5 0.375 4.2 0.09 8 0.16
MCS815 8 75.0 1.5 45 0.90 75 1.50

a Data include the average diameter of the NC (d) and average numbers of doping
Mn2þ per NC (Ndop, Neff, and NT) estimated by the supplying dopant amount, the
measured B-dependent, and the measured T-dependent magnetisms, respectively
(see text for details). The corresponding Mn concentrations (xdop, xeff, and xT) are
deduced from the ratio of the estimated numbers of Mn ion and that of total Cd
lattice sites (NCd) of the NC; i.e., xdop/eff/T � Ndop/eff/T/NCd.

Figure 1. (a) Schematics of the measured CdSe:Mn nano-
crystalsdopedwithMn2þ ions that are statisticallypositioned.
(b) Measured magnetizations as functions of the magnetic
field of the CdSe:Mn NC ensembles, MCS804. The solid lines
(dashed lines) are the magnetizations of ideal paramagnets
describedbyM=NeffgMnμBJBJ(gMnμBB/kT) withNeff=4.2 (with
Ndop = 18.5). The inset shows the statistics of the average
numbers (Ndop) ofMn ions perNC that are estimated from the
supplying dopant amounts in the chemical syntheses and the
numbers (Neff) of magnetically effective Mn ions per NC that
are deduced from the measured magnetizations for the five
NC samples. Note that for all samples the Neff values are
shown smaller than the Ndop values.
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sample as a function of the magnetic field, which is
shown to be well-fitted by an ideal paramagnetic
magnetization M = NeffgMnμBJBJ(gMnμBB/kT) but with
the substitution of another effective number of Mn
ions, Neff = 4.2, where BJ(x) is the Brillouin function, J =
5/2 is the spin of the Mn ion, gMn = 2.0 is the g-factor of
the Mn ion, B is the external magnetic field, k is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and μB is the
Bohr magneton. Note that the corresponding effective
Mn concentration, xeff � Neff/NCd ≈ 0.09%, is signifi-
cantly lower than that of supplied Mn ion dopants,
xdop � Ndop/NCd ≈ 0.375%, where NCd is the total
number of Cd lattice sites in a CdSe:Mn NC.

To highlight the underestimatedMn concentration,
xeff, Figure 1b compares the observed magnetizations
fitted with xeff and the one yielded by the Brillouin
function formalism with the substitution of xdop. The
drastic quantitative difference between the two results
indicates significant underestimation of the Mn con-
centration from the analysis of B-dependent magne-
tization, a common observed feature of magnetic
semiconductor systems.13,14 Table 1 compares the
estimated Mn concentrations (xdop and xeff) by the
two means for all the NC samples and confirms the
underestimation of xeff andNeff as general phenomena.
Graphically, the inset of Figure 1b presents the two
estimated average numbers of Mn ions per NC, Ndop

and Neff, for all measured samples. The possible causes
of the reduced xeff and Neff could be the loss of
magnetic ion dopants during the synthesis processes
or the existence of Mn aggregations, which are AFM-
interacting and likely magnetically inactive. In general,
both speculated causes are hardly distinguished
and confirmed due to a lack of detailed information
about the number and distribution of the substitu-
tional magnetic ions in a magnetic NC. Below, we shall
present a solvable model and an analysis method for
revealing and identifying the signatures of AFM estab-
lished from aggregated Mn ions from the measured
temperature-dependentmagnetismofMn-doped semi-
conductor NCs.

Model. To conduct a physical analysis for the mea-
sured CdSe:MnNCswith amoderate number ofMn ions
(ranging from a few to tens), we encounter the restric-
tions of the use of the ED and MFT methods that, as
previously addressed in the introduction, are applicable
only formagnetically doped nanostructureswith a small
number of magnetic ions or many magnetic ions that
are homogeneously distributed, respectively. Here, we
attempt to compromise the ED and MFT methods and
propose a model Hamiltonian that allows us to deal
with, individually, statistically distributed Mn ions and is
solvable for magnetic nanostructures with an arbitrary
number of Mn ions. The developedmodel makes use of
the fact that Mn�Mn interactions are essentially short-
ranged and simplifies the position-dependent Mn�Mn
interactions as fixed coupling constants by taking into

account only the AFM interactions between aggregative
Mn ions. Thus, the model Hamiltonian for a magnetic
NC with N Mn ions that are composed of P distant and
Q aggregative Mn ions (N = P þ Q) is

Heff
M ¼ �gMnμBB ∑

N

i¼ 1
mz

i þ
JM
2 ∑

Q

i(6¼j)¼ 1
∑
Q

j¼ 1
mB i 3mB j (1)

where mB i (mi
z) is the spin (z-component of the spin) of

the i-th Mn ion and JM is the constant of effective
Mn�Mn coupling between the Q aggregative Mn ions.
The first term in eq 1 arises from the couplings between
the external magnetic field and all N paramagnetic ion
dopants, while the second term represents the AFM
interactions involving only theQaggregativeMn ions. In
themodel, we assume that allMn ions in an aggregation
are subjected to the equal effective Mn�Mn interac-
tions to preserve the high permutation symmetry of the
spin interactions that is needed later for efficient degen-
eracy counting using the group theory technique. How-
ever, under that assumption, the total strength of the
effective anti-ferromagnetic Mn�Mn interactions could
be overestimated. To fix the problem, in the use of the
model, one needs to appropriately rescale the strength
of the effective Mn�Mn interactions according to the
specific types of Mn aggregations that exist in the NC.
Statistically, as shown in ref 10, the most probable type
of Mn ion aggregation could be paired Mn ions (i.e.,
dimer). Thus, throughout this work, we shall consider
the Q Mn ions paired as Q/2 dimers and estimate the
effective AFM coupling constant by the mean value as

JM �
J(0)MMQ

2
Q(Q � 1)

2

¼ J(0)MM

Q � 1
meV

where JMM
(0) = 0.5 meV is the coupling constant between

nearest neighbor Mn ions in CdSe.7,8,25 The model of
eq 1 is extendible for more delicate consideration of
various types of Mn aggregations (dimers, trimers, etc.)
by including more corresponding spin�spin coupling
terms and solved in a similar manner. However, for the
purpose to confirm and physically analyze the existing
AFM behind the experimental observations, the model
of eq 1 should be sufficiently useful.

Since the Hamiltonian of eq 1 commutes with the
operators of total spin of all Mn ions mBN � ∑i = 1

N mB i ,
MN

2 andMN
z , and those of total spin of all AFM-interact-

ing Mn ions (mBQ � ∑i = 1
Q mB i), MQ

2 , the eigen-states
can be represented by |MN, MQ, MN

z æ. Correspondingly,
eigen-energies are solved as

E(MN,MQ,M
z
N) ¼

JM
2

MQ(MQ þ 1) � 35
4
Q

� �
�Mz

NgMnμBB

(2)

According to eq 2, the magnetization and mag-
netic susceptibility of a Mn-doped NC supposedly can
be calculated, which are M = �(∂F/∂B)T = kT(∂ lnZ/∂B)
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and χ = (∂M/∂B), defined in terms of the partition
function

Z ¼ ∑
MN,MQ,Mz

N

n(MN,MQ,MZ
N
)e

�E(MN,MQ,MZ
N)=kT (3)

as a function of the level energies E(MN, MQ, MN
z ) and

the degeneracies n(MN,MQ,MN
z), as well. In practice, the

degeneracies n(MN,MQ,MN
z) are usually tremendously

high (which are typically n . 102 for few Mn ions and
even as many as n > 1036 for∼75 Mn ions, as shown in
Figure S1 of SI) to count out either analytically or
numerically. One should note that, even though the
model Hamiltonian of eq 1 is solvable, the magnetism
of a Mn-doped NC cannot be calculated if the degen-
eracies of the energy spectrum remain unknown. The
theoretical model and techniques presented here are,
in general, applicable for any magnetic nanostructures
containing a finite number of magnetic ions, including
other colloidal nanostructures and self-assembled
quantum dots under extensive studies.26�29

A key theoretical progress made here is the exploita-
tion of group theory technique to make the n(MN,MQ,MN

z)

degeneracies of NCs countable with an arbitrary num-
ber of magnetic ion dopants, with no need for heavy
numerical computation. Details of the group theory
technique used for counting the high spin degen-
eracies are presented in the SI. By using the method,
the complete energy spectra, including the level
energies and degeneracies, of the measured magnetic
NCs (including the ones doped with maximally 75 Mn
ions per NC) in this work are calculated.

Analysis of B-Dependent Magnetism. In theoretical anal-
ysis, we begin with the B-dependent magnetism of
CdSe:Mn NCs doped with distant paramagnetic Mn
ions only (i.e., P 6¼ 0, Q = 0), among which the Mn�Mn
interactions are nearly vanishing. Figure 2a�c shows
the calculated energy spectrum, magnetization, and
magnetic susceptibility as functions of the magnetic
field B for the magnetic NC of diameter d = 5 nm,
doped with four distant Mn ions (P = 4, Q = 0, and
N = 4). In Figure 2a, the ground states of the four Mn-
doped NCs are shown to be those of the fixed
(maximum) angular momentum MN = 10 against the
varied magnetic field. In these cases, the effective
Hamiltonian (eq 1) can be recovered to that of the
ideal paramagnet with M = gMn(NJ)BJ(gMnμBB/kT) with
J = 5/2 and N = 4. In the low field limit (gMnμBB/kT, 1),
M≈ J(Jþ 1)N(gMnμB)

2B/3kT and χ≈ J(Jþ 1)N(gMnμB)
2/

3kT obeys Curie's law well.30,31 Remarkably, the latter
formalism shows that the product of magnetic sus-
ceptibility and temperature, χT � J(Jþ 1)N, is invariant
with varied temperature and reflects the magnitude of
the total angular momentum J.

Next, let us introduce additional AFM-interacting ag-
gregative Mn ions into the Mn-doped NCs (i.e., Q 6¼ 0).
Figure 2d shows the energy spectrum of the same NC
as considered in Figure 2a but with four additional

AFM-interacting Mn ions (P = 4, Q = 4, and N = 8). At
zero or sufficiently small magnetic field, the total spin
of the Q aggregative Mn ions that are subjected to
AFM interactions vanishes and the total angularmomen-
tum of the ground states of the NC remains the same
(MN = 10) as that of the NC with P = 4 and Q = 0 shown
in Figure 2a. Figure S1 shows the degeneracies (at the
scales of 102�103) of the low-lying states (ordered by
energy and also labeled with their quantum numbers
MN) of the eight Mn-doped NCs at zero magnetic field,
which are calculated using the efficient group theory
technique as presented in the SI and confirmed nu-
merically. In contrast to the NC with Q = 0 (see
Figure 2a), the ground states of the magnetic NC with
Q = 4 AFM-interacting Mn ions (see Figure 2d) under-
go successive increments of the angular momentum
(MN = 10, 11, 12,...) with increasing B, corresponding to
the increments of the total spin of the aggregative Mn
ions (MQ = 0, 1, 2,...). As well-studied previously in refs
10, 12, and 32, the B-driven successive increments of
the angularmomentumof the AFM system result in the
step feature ofM and oscillating χ over a wide range of
B at low T, as also seen in Figure 2e,f.

However, such an essential difference between the
magnetic features of the NCs with and without AFM-
interacting Mn ions at low T is likely smeared out by
thermal fluctuations. As shown in Figure 2e,f, the step
feature ofM and the corresponding oscillating χ of the

Figure 2. (a�c) Calculated energy spectrum, magnetiza-
tion, and magnetic susceptibility of a magnetic CdSe:Mn
NCs with four distant Mn ions (P = 4,Q = 0). (d�f) Calculated
results for the same magnetic CdSe:Mn NCs but with four
distant Mn ions (P = 4) and four additional aggregative Mn
ions (Q = 4). Due to AFM interactions between the aggre-
gative Mn ions, the ground states of the CdSe:Mn NCs
possess the minimized total angular momentum (MN = 10)
at B = 0 and then undergo successive increments of angular
momentum (MN = 10, 11, 12...) with increasing applied
magnetic field.
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NCs doped with aggregative Mn ions are completely
faded out as the temperature is increased to T= 2 K and
become indistinguishable from those of the NC with-
out any aggregative Mn ions (see curves for T = 2 K in
Figure 2b,c).

Figure 3a shows the measured magnetic suscept-
ibility of the MCS804 NC sample at T = 2 K as a function
of the magnetic field and, for comparison, the theore-
tical results of themagnetic NCswith fixed P = 4 distant
Mn ions and varied number (Q = 0, 2, 4) of aggregative
Mn ions. One sees that all of theNCs undoped or doped
with a different number of aggregative Mn ions exhibit
similar B dependences on magnetism at T = 2 K.
Therefore, simply from the B-dependent magnetism,
one cannot judge the existence and even infer the
number of aggregative Mn ions in a magnetic-ion-
doped NC.

Analysis of T-Dependent Magnetism. Alternatively, we
suggest studying the AFM established between aggre-
gative Mn ions in the magnetic NCs by analyzing the
product of χT as a function of the temperature T.
Another way often advised by standard AFM theory
is by means of examining the T dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility, χ versus T. Nevertheless, as
presented in Figure S2 and discussed in the SI, the
usefulness of the χ�T analysis is limited for the CdSe:
Mn NCs studied here since only part of Mn ions in Mn-
doped NCs are aggregated and AFM-interacting.

Figure 3b presents the measured χT values of the
MCS804 sample at the varied temperatures from T = 2
to 200 K, which are not shown invariant with respect to
the varied T as predicted by Curie's law. To understand
the observed feature, we calculate the χT values as
functions of T for the NCs with various mixtures of
distant and aggregative Mn ions, (P = 4, Q = 0), (P = 4,
Q = 2), (P = 4, Q = 4), and (P = 8, Q = 0). For the NCs
without any aggregativeMn ions (P = 4,Q = 0 and P = 8,
Q=0), the values of the calculated χT remain unchanged
with respect to the varied T and are determined by
the number of P. Adding aggregative Mn ions to
the NC (Q = 2,4), the calculated χT values become
T-dependent, which increase with T and gradually
approach the maximum values as T > 100 K.

As mentioned previously, the magnitude of χT of a
magnetic system is associated with the total angular
momentum of the system in Curie's law. At extremely
low T, because of the existing AFM interactions, the
angularmomentumof the ground states of amagnetic
NC with Q 6¼ 0 is minimized, where the spins of the
individual aggregative Mn ions are antiparallel. This
leads to the lowest value of χT at T f 0, as shown in
Figure 3b for the cases of (P= 4,Q= 2) and (P= 4,Q= 4).
With increasing T, the NCs could thermally accessmore
excited states of higher angular momentum, and
the χT gradually increases. At very high T (such as T >

100 K), all states of various angular momenta are nearly
equally accessed and the χT eventually approaches a

saturated value. One thus realizes that, unlike the
B-dependent magnetism, the T dependences of χT of
the NCs with different P and Q are quite distinct. This
allows us to identify and distinguish AFM-interacting
Mn aggregations from the overall paramagnetism of a
CdSe:Mn NC sample by examining the T dependence
of the measured χT.

In Figure 3b, the theoretical curve of (P = 4, Q = 4) is
shown to best fit the experimental data of the MCS804
sample. Correspondingly, the estimated Mn concen-
tration from the fitting of the T dependence of the
measured χT is xT =NT/NCd = 0.16%,which lies between
xdop = Ndop/NCd = 0.375% and xeff = Neff/NCd = 0.09%,
which are estimated from the supplied amount of
dopant and fitting of B-dependentmagnetism, respec-
tively. Following the same fitting analysis, the sample
MCS515 [MCS815] is inferred to contain ∼8 [∼75]
Mn ions composed of P = 5 and Q = 3 [P = 25 and
Q = 50], yielding the corresponding Mn concentration

Figure 3. (a) Measured susceptibility χ of the sample
MCS804 at T = 2 K as a function of magnetic field and the
simulated results of the NCs with four fixed distant Mn ions
(P=4) butvariousnumbersof aggregativeMn ions (Q=0, 2, 4).
The simulation shows that, even at the low temperature,
the B-dependent magnetic susceptibility of a NC is insensi-
tive to the variation of the number of AFM-interacting
aggregative Mn ions and difficult to show the underlying
AFM in the paramagnetic NCs with Mn aggregations. (b)
Measured product of magnetic susceptibility and tempera-
ture, χT, of the sampleMCS804 atB=0.01 T versus the varied
temperature. The simulated results of theNCswith P=4 and
Q = 0, 2, and 4 are presented to fit the experimental data.
Note that the T dependence of the measured χT is very
sensitive to the portions of the distant and aggregative
Mn ions, and by fitting the T-dependent χT, one can infer
the most possible (P,Q) of a magnetic-ion-doped NC. In
this case, the simulated result for P = 4 and Q = 4 shows the
best fitting.
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xT = 0.66% [xT = 1.50%], as shown in Figure 4a,b
[Figure 4c,d]. Remarkably, the high degeneracies, as
many as ∼1036 (see Figure S1b), of the energy spec-
trum of the NCs doped with 75 Mn ions need to be
determined precisely in the calculation of magnetiza-
tion and can be counted out only by using the efficient
group theory technique. One also notes that the
measured χT values of the NC ensembles persistently
descend with increasing temperature, T > 100 K. The
observed linearly descending feature of χT could be
attributed to the inherent diamagnetism of host ma-
terial CdSe,33,34 which was not considered in the
model. The temperature-insensitive diamagnetism
makes a negative constant offset to the total magnetic
susceptibility and leads to a linear descending χT (see
section S4 in the SI for more details).

Figure 5 summarizes and compares the estimated
numbers of Mn ions per NC by differentmeans. Among
the three estimated numbers of Mn ions for a sample,
Ndop always shows the highest number since Ndop

counts not only the Mn ions aggregated but also the
ones not really incorporated into the NCs. By contrast,
the values of Neff are always the smallest because Neff

counts only the spatially distant Mn ions but might
overlook all aggregative Mn ions that are often mag-
netically inactive. As best estimated numbers, NT

values lie usually between the numbers Ndop and Neff

for the same NC sample since NT values rule out that
the Mn ions are not really doped into the NCs but take
into account both the spatially distant and aggregated
Mn ions.

Charging Effects. Another advantageous feature of
magnetic NCs is the charge-controlled magnetism.
Charging a magnetic-ion-doped NC creates quantum-
confinement enhanced spin interactions between
confined charge carriers and Mn ions which tend to
maximize the magnetism of the NC. Experimentally,
Ochsenbein et al.35,36 have presented the charge-
controlled magnetism of Zn1�xMnxO NCs. By extend-
ing the employed model for uncharged Mn-doped
NCs, the Hamiltonian of a singly charged NC doped
with many Mn ions is given by

Heff
eM ¼ �JcsB3 ∑

N

i¼ 1
mB i þ

JM
2 ∑

Q

ið6¼jÞ¼ 1
∑
Q

j¼ 1
mB i 3mB j � IzgLμBB (4)

where the first term represents themagnetic couplings
between the quantum-confined electrons and all mag-
netic ions in the NC; the second one is the magnetic
couplings between aggregative Mn ions, and the last
one is the spin Zeeman term, sB(s = 1/2), denoting the
spin of charging electron, lB¼ sBþMBN(Iz) is the total
spin (the z-component of the total spin) of electron and
Mn ions, and gL is the Lande g-factor.

The strength of the magnetic coupling is quantum-
confinement engineerable and estimated by Jc =
6JeM

(0) /(πd3) meV with JeM
(0) = 10.8 meV nm3 in the

spherical hard wall model for CdSe:Mn NCs.5,37 Since
the effective Hamiltonian of eq 4 commutes with the
spin operators, I2, Iz, MN

2 , and MQ
2 , the eigen-states can

be represented by the corresponding quantum num-
bers, that is, |I, MN, MQ, Izæ, and the energy spectrum is
explicitly solved as

E(I, MN,MQ, Iz) ¼ � Jc
2

1
2
( MN � 1

2

� � !

þ JM
2

MQ(MQ þ 1) � 35
4
Q

� �
� IzgLμBB

where the up/down signs (() correspond to I =MNþ s

and I = MN � s, respectively. The magnetizations and
magnetic susceptibilities of singly charged Mn-doped

Figure 4. (a) Measured magnetic susceptibility χ, as a func-
tion of B, of the sample MCS515 at T = 2 K and (b) measured
χT, as a function of T, of the same samples at B = 0.01 T.
Correspondingly, the theoretical results for the NCs with
various numbers of distant and aggregative Mn ions are
presented in the plots to fit the experimental data. (c,d)
Measured and theoretical results of the MCS815 sample,
composed of the NCs dopedwith a high number of Mn ions,
under the same conditions as (a) and (b). As a result of the
fitting, the NCs in theMCS515 (MCS815) sample are inferred
to contain, on average, 5 (25) distant Mn ions and 3 (50)
aggregative Mn ions.

Figure 5. Statistics of the average numbers (Ndop, Neff, and
NT) of Mn ions per NC of the CdSe:Mn NC samples MCS504,
MCS508, MCS515, MCS804, and MCS815, which are esti-
mated by three different means. The number of total Mn
ions (NT), composed of the aggregative Mn ions (Q) and
distantMn ions (P), for a NC is deduced from thebest fittings
of the T dependence of the χT, as presented in Figures 3b
and 4b,d.
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NCs can be calculated following the same approach
used previously for uncharged CdSe:Mn NCs.

Figure 6a shows the calculated magnetizations of
charged and uncharged CdSe:Mn NCs with P = 4 and
Q = 4 Mn ions as functions of the magnetic field. One
sees that charging an electron onto a CdSe:Mn NC
increases the magnetization overall, but a B depen-
dence very similar to that of the uncharged one
remains. This is because the electron�Mn couplings
act as an additional effective field and polarize the spins
of aggregative Mn ions. However, the electron�Mn
couplings are weakly B-dependent and do not alter
much the B-dependent feature of the magnetization.
Figure 6b illustrates why the magnetization of charged
NCs is overall larger than that of uncharged NCs. Thus,
via single measurements on the B-dependent magnet-
ism of amagnetic NC, one still cannot judge if the NC is
charged or uncharged and further identify the char-
ging effects on the magnetism.

Again, we suggest that analyzing the T dependence
of the quantity χT is an excellent way to identify the
charging effect on the enhanced magnetism of a
magnetic-ion-doped NC. Figure 6c shows the calcu-
lated χT values of the uncharged and singly charged
magnetic NCs with P = 4 and Q = 4 Mn ions. It is
observed that the charged CdSe:Mn NC exhibits a T

dependence of χT essentially different from that of the
uncharged NC. While the calculated χT of an un-
charged NC shows a monotonically increasing feature
with increasing T, the same NC charged with a single
electron shows amuchgreater value of χT at the lowest

T and then, contrarily, a dramatic decrease with in-
creasing T. The contrast between the T-dependent
magnetic features of χT of a charged and an uncharged
magnetic-ion-doped NC allows us to unambiguously
identify the charge-enhanced magnetism of a mag-
netic ion NC. Figure 6d illustrates how charging a
magnetic NC leads to the drastically different T de-
pendence of χT. At low B and T (where μBB,kT < JM ∼
0.5 meV), the spins of the distant Mn ions are fully
polarized by the external B field, while the total spin of
the aggregative Mn ions is minimized due to the AFM
interactions. In the charged NCs, the electron�Mn
interactions that act as a huge effective field to Mn
ions might make the spins of the aggregative Mn ions
partially polarized, as schematically shown by the NC
for low T and Ne = 1 in Figure 6d. As a result, the χT of
the charged NC at low T is much higher than that of
uncharged NC, as seen in Figure 6c. With increasing
temperature, the thermal effect tends to depolarize
the polarized spins of the distant Mn ions and the
aggregative ones, as well, in the charged NC, and
the resulting χT decreases. In contrast, the spins of the
aggregative Mn ions in the uncharged NCs are unpo-
larized due to the AFM interactions. Increasing tem-
perature tends to polarize the spins of the aggregative
Mn ions in the uncharged NCs because the high spin
states of the aggregative Mn ions lie at higher energy
and are accessed thermally. Thus, even though the
spins of distant Mn ions are subjected to the same
thermal depolarization effect, the overall χT slightly
increases with increasing T, showing a feature of

Figure 6. (a) Calculated magnetizations as functions of magnetic field B of a magnetic NC of diameter d = 5 nm doped with
eightMn ions composed of (P = 4,Q = 4) uncharged (black solid line) and chargedwith a single electron (red dashed line). The
inset (b) illustrates how the spins of aggregated Mn ions and the resulting magnetization of a magnetic NC increase with
increasing Bwhether the NC is charged or not. (c) Calculated product of temperature andmagnetic susceptibilities, χT, of the
uncharged (black solid line) and singly charged (red dashed line) magnetic NCs with fixedmagnetic field B = 0.01 T but varied
temperature T. The inset (d) illustrates that the spin alignments of Mn ions and the resulting magnetism of uncharged and
charged magnetic NCs evolve in distinctive ways against the varied T.
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T dependence of χT totally different from that of the
charged NC.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we present the experimental and the-
oretical investigation of the magnetism of CdSe:Mn
nanocrystals. For physical analysis of themagnetic NCs
doped with magnetic ion dopants whose spatial dis-
tribution and numbers are essentially random and
statistical, we propose a solvable model Hamiltonian
that can deal with the interactingMn spins individually
for an arbitrary number of Mn ions and establish an
analysis method for revealing the underlying AFM
established between aggregated Mn ions in para-
magnetic Mn-doped NCs. By fitting the observed

temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibilities, χT,
with theoretical calculations, we clearly reveal the
signatures of anti-ferromagnetism established be-
tween short-range interacting Mn aggregation of
CdSe:Mn nanocrystals that are usually well hidden in
the pronounced paramagnetism and hard to expose. It
is shown that in our magnetic NC samples about
0�60% of magnetic ions aggregate and significantly
reduce the total magnetizations. Moreover, we also
show that analyzing the T dependence of χT is an
excellent way to identify the charge-controlled mag-
netism of a magnetic-ion-doped nanocrystal, another
remarkably advantageous feature of magnetic nano-
structures in applications of spintronics and nano-
magnetism.

METHODS
Sample Preparation. The uniformity of NC size was controlled

by growth time and further improved by a size selection
procedure.24 The crystalline structures, the morphology of the
spherical shapes, and the sizes of the NCs were confirmed from
the high-resolution transmission electron microscope images,
as shown in the abstract graphic. Accordingly, the NC size dis-
tributions are confirmed to have a variation within a small
standard deviation of only 7% for all of the samples, and the
high-quality crystalline structures of NCs are not affected by the
doping of Mn ions. It is also confirmed that the sizes of the NCs
and the Mn concentrations are uncorrelated. More detailed
information about the sample synthesis and characterizations
can be found in section S3 in the Supporting Information.

Measurements. Magnetizations of Cd1�xMnxSe NCs were
measured by a superconducting quantum interference device
over the temperature ranges from 2 to 200 K and magnetic
fields from 0 to 5 T. The as-grown Cd1�xMnxSe NCs stabilized
with capping agents of both trioctylphosphine and oleic acid,
whose magnetizations are much smaller than those of bulk
Cd1�xMnxSe, are negligible. To extract the magnetization of
CdSe:Mn NCs from the measured data, we subtracted only the
sample holder background (mainly the capsule), which is about
�1 � 10�6 emu at 0.1 T.
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